
Source A – Hoover Assails Federal Intervention (1932) 

Hoover’s conservative nature recoiled from the prospect of government in business. The 

following text is extracted from a 1932 campaign speech delivered by Herbert Hoover at 

Madison Square Garden.  

     There is one thing I can say without any question of doubt – that is, that the spirit of liberalism 

is to create free men. It is not the regimentation of men. It is not the extension of bureaucracy. I 

have said in this city [New York] before now that you cannot extend the mastery of government 

over the daily lives of a people without somewhere making it master of people’s souls and 

thoughts.  

     Expansion of government in business means that the Government, in order to protect itself 

from the political consequences of its errors, is driven irresistibly, without peace, to greater and 

greater control of the Nation’s press and platform. Free speech does not live many hours after 

free industry and free commerce die.  

     It is a false liberalism that interprets itself into Government operation of business. Every step 

in that direction poisons the very roots of liberalism…  

     Even if the Government conduct of business could give us the maximum of efficiency instead 

of least efficiency, it would be purchased at the cost of freedom. 

 

Source B – Roosevelt Attacks Business in Government (1932)  

The Reconstruction Finance Corporation (RFC) established by Hoover’s administration was 

designed primarily to bail out bank and big business – “a bread line for bankers”. Democrats, 

who argued that loans to ordinary citizens were just as crucial, attacked this approach. This is an 

excerpt from a campaign speech delivered by Franklin D. Roosevelt in 1932.  

     Some of my friends tell me that they do not want the Government in business. With this I 

agree, but I wonder whether they realize the implications of the past. For while it has been 

American doctrine that the Government must not go into business in competition with private 

enterprises, still it has been traditional, particularly in Republican administrations, for business 

urgently to ask the Government to put at private disposal all kinds of Government assistance. 

     The same man who tells you that he does not want to see the Government interfere in 

business – and he means it, and has plenty of good reasons for saying so – is the first to go to 

Washington and ask the government for a prohibitory tariff on his product. When things get just 

bad enough, as they did two years ago, he will go with equal speed to the United States 

Government and ask for a loan; and the Reconstruction Finance Corporation is the outcome of 

it.  

     Each group has sought protection from the government for its own special interests, without 

realizing that the function of Government must be to favor no small group at the expense of its 

duty to protect the rights of personal freedom and of private property of all its citizens.  


